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What is News?
News can Onlybe thatwhich

la true-confirmned fact, cvil
exposed, and constructive
good made known., INOt
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The gossip of a Community
docs not constitute news, but
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progress of a world docs.
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looks first for fact.

Constructive fact it en-
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This motive and method has
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a wc)rld--ide circulation, an inter-
national advertiing patronage.

The. Clitiazi Sciente Monitor
is $900o a year by mail, or rnay be
obtained at news stands, botels and
Christian science reading-rooZDs.
A monthly trial aubacription by
mai] anywhre in the world for 75c;
a single copy for 3c stamp.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
PUBLISHJNG SOCIETY
BOSTON u. S. A.
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